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From the President

A

s I write to you, in midOctober, much uncertainty
still exists about when and
where we will again conduct U3A faceto-face classes.
However, within a few weeks we
should gain a clearer picture about this.
Some days ago the University of
Tasmania said we will not be able to use
the Philip Smith Centre next year.
In earlier discussions with the
university we were told that despite the
lack of income from international
students, and thus funds to develop the
large vacant sites they own, it was still
committed to moving more students
into the city.
One way of doing this is to create
teaching areas by renovating suitable
buildings already owned by the
university. Hence the request that we
vacate the Philip Smith Centre at the
end of the year.

Term Dates 2021
Term 1:
Term 2:
Term 3:

9 March—20 May
14 June—19 August
13 September—18 November

Academic Co-ordinators
Humanities:
Kitty Courtney

6221 5307 (H)

Languages:
Carol Vincent

0424 455 579 (L)

Science, Art, Music:
Louellen Cox

0400 653 967

Social Science:
Alison Waters

0418 548 352 (SS)
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Sad as it is that we will no longer
have the Philip Smith Centre as our
home, we are encouraged by the
university’s commitment to finding
alternative accommodation for us.
Currently, they are exploring options on
their Sandy Bay campus and we look
forward to hearing what these may be.

The committee will keep U3A
members informed as negotiations
progress.
We can, of course, only guess what
our course structures will look like in
2021, but with relatively low numbers of
new
coronavirus
cases
and
improvements in contact tracing I am
feeling reasonably confident that faceto-face classes may be offered next year,
with perhaps the retention of some on
line courses if there are restrictions on
the accommodation we may be offered.
On this point, and on behalf of us all,
I want to thank all those who have
helped create our current online
courses, which together have more than
200 members enrolled in them. I am in
awe of the creative efforts of those who
have crafted these courses.
I anticipate writing to you with more
news before the end of the year. In the

☹

meantime, I would like to remind you
that for current members there will be
no enrolment fees for any courses we
may be able to offer in 2021.
No matter where our new home may
be, I’m sure it is the hope of us all that
we will be able to meet together on a
regular basis next year.
Until then, my best wishes to you all.

John Green
PRESIDENT

Christmas lunch sadly cancelled

☹

Because of restrictions and uncertainties there’ll
unfortunately be no U3A Christmas lunch this year.
But turn the page for news of an outdoor
end-of-year knees-up.
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It’s Get-Together Time!

Many of us recall the very pleasant get-together we had at the Waterworks
Reserve a couple of years ago. We have booked hut number 9 again, and we can
meet together to conclude the year in a very cheerful way. Some of us took foldup chairs, and we took our own lunch. Then we enjoyed Johnny McKay’s
delightful ukulele music, which I hope we can do again. The maximum number
inside the hut will be 20, but that won’t be a problem because we can sit in our
chairs outside—unless it’s raining! To book please email Alison Waters
at alisonwaters42@gmail.com

Date: Wednesday 25th November
Time: Noon – 2.00pm
Place: Hut number 9
Come with a friend if you can – parking may be tricky. We hope to
see you there!

Leone Scrivener
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Program Co-ordinator’s Notes
After much consultation we have decided an online program is the only sensible plan
for first term 2021. As we no longer have access to the Philip Smith Centre and have
not yet had any indication of alternative accommodation from the university, the
venue for next year is quite uncertain. Also, of course, the coronavirus could well affect
the chance of face-to-face classes for some months. We hope to find a suitable venue
for the Summer Program, and I anticipate there will be another newsletter for members
before the end of the year. Perhaps by then we may have clearer plans for 2021.
The wonderful tutors who have so generously given of their time this year have agreed
to provide online courses again for 2021. The time taken to prepare and present an online
course is considerable—much more than we would imagine. For this reason there will
be some repeat courses, but they provide a second opportunity for members who may
have missed out this year. As well, Richard Davis, John Todd, and Sue Smillie have
kindly agreed to join the online program, with the help of Sue Mulcahy. Sue, along
with our great Tech team, has done an excellent job in assisting/instructing tutors. We
express our sincere thanks to Alison Waters and Sue for keeping the U3A program
alive.

Leone Scrivener

Online classes win members’ plaudits
It’s been a challenging journey this year, moving to online classes. In 1st term a few classes
quickly rearranged their meetings, some using Zoom for virtual meetings, while others ran
activities through WhatsApp, for sharing and discussion. In 2nd term there were more classes
working online with some using email or YouTube videos. In 3rd term a greater number of
classes and more tutors have prepared presentations that are viewed using YouTube.
Many tutors use Powerpoint to prepare slides for classes. Fortunately, Powerpoint includes a
feature that allows tutors to record their talk together with their slides. The technology team
then turn these presentations into YouTube videos, which can be viewed via a web link at any
time. To participate in online classes members need a computer, a laptop, a tablet, or a
smartphone connected to the internet. Class members have been keen to watch these online
presentations, with over 1,200 viewings of tutors’ YouTube videos during the first four weeks
of 3rd term.
Finding ways to help classes meet virtually has been an interesting journey. For me, it has
meant learning new skills and working more closely with members and tutors, sometimes in
people’s homes. Some issues dealt with have been technical, but often we’ve been looking at
alternatives and trying to find what works best for tutor and participants. We’ve been
fortunate to have a great technical team with a broad range of experience.
Listening to talks, however, is only part of what many enjoy about U3A. At the end of 2nd term
my online Zoom class decided to meet for a shared lunch, suitably socially distanced of course.
For me, that was a highlight of the class. I know other classes have used a variety of activities
to allow participants to interact and enjoy one another’s company. It’s fantastic that even
though we can’t meet at the Philip Smith Centre we can still come together to enjoy both
learning and each other.

Sue Mulcahy
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On-line program, first term 2021
John McRae:

Writing Workshop
We are an online community of writers.

Sue Mulcahy:

iPhone / iPad Happy Snaps
Online modules with weekly outdoors practice sessions.

Graeme Ingram:

Android Skills
Using android tablets and phones. Participants will be using Zoom.

Penny Cohen:

Let’s Talk Books
The books to be read are still to be announced.

Peter Taylor:

Astronomy and Space Science
Through Zoom the images are shown in fine detail.

Rex Cox:

Trades, Industry & Shipping on the Derwent (Repeat course)
It will conclude with a tour of the port.

Sue Jones:

Wildlife of Madagascar
The focus is on its amazing lemurs and reptiles. Delivered via online
modules, with optional Zoom get-togethers.

Sue Jones:

Dragons and Giants
A repeat of the online course on the reptiles of the Galapagos.
Delivered via online modules, with optional Zoom get-togethers.

Richard Davis:

Jane Austen’s Family
Her brothers and their careers.

Jennie Clarke:

Memoir Writing
During our two-hour meetings we cover all aspects of creative and
memoir writing.

Sue Smillie:

Walks in Gardens
We will have six half-hour online sessions and four meetings in the
Botanical Gardens.

Basil Sansom:

Topic to be announced

John Todd:

Fire: burning forests and wood heaters

Croquet:

Learn to Play Croquet
A gentle, strategic, and social sport that's lots of fun (on-lawn rather
than on-line). Six weeks at 1.5 hours per session. Cost: $25 for lawn
fees ($5 per session, first session free).

Most online presentations will take the form of narrated slideshows, each 20-30 minutes.

Enrolments open Monday 8 February
and close Monday 22 February 2021.
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